
 

7/15/72 Left for town this a.m. in 
such a rush I forgot the note the 
number of the envelope I mailed 
when I got there. It contains my 
this a.m.'s letter to Ray. I can't 
keep track of the dates. I've 
guessed this one is 12. I'll be 
sending you an extra copy of a book 
compiled by a black friend, L'hildren 
of 1onging. If you don t want it, 
you may know someone A° was inter-
ested. It is writing of black kids. 
The same writer did a Sunday Mimes 
mag Piece on cops and blacks and 

aad you'd have thought the 
revolution had come from police 
reaction...I'll be enclosing a lottel 
from Larry because I believe some of 
the contents may interest. 	rush 
on returning...I'll be doing a new 
ammo on The Watergate Caper. I'll 
send. Got a few new clips today. , 
From the Quotes to the limes, I'll 
looking forward to je catching up. 
One of the more fascinating things 
is what they don't say when the can 
and have to know. Times was rather 
heavily quoted, oven in'iiarai. As 
of today nothing new except that I 
have learned I can tell when there 
is an air inversion without being 
told! Ours wasn't reported until 
today, t.ihich told mu why I was having; 
a lit to trouble breathing yesterday 
Thank God for air conditioning! 
The ellipsis on Schoolinan is, I hope, 
clear enough to you. James seems to 
be resisting, but with i now have 
on his racist past, he has to be 
another of Stoner's animated die—
asters. lie is also a disbarred 
crooked judge who managed to keep 
29 out od each 30 voters in a racist 
state from voting for him when he 
ran for Gov. on a racist ticket. 
...There is to lie no end to this kind 
of stupidity until finale ultimo. 
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